Keep all bystanders away from the trailer and loading dock area during the below referenced procedure. DO NOT conduct any trailer loading/unloading operations until the below referenced procedure is completed and the trailer is properly secured with wheel chocks and/or other means as required by applicable regulations, codes and safe operating practices.

1. Slowly back the trailer toward the loading dock until the rear of the trailer makes contact with the loading dock, Figure 1.

2. Pull the trailer away from the loading dock approximately one foot, Figure 2.

3. Apply the parking brakes (Figure 3) and allow the suspension to exhaust for about one and a half minutes.

4. Unhook the trailer service brake glad hand while the suspension is exhausting. Leave the emergency glad hand connected.

5. After the suspension is exhausted, release the parking brake and immediately, but slowly move the trailer to re-establish contact with the loading dock, Figure 4.

6. Apply the parking brakes again to firmly hold the trailer against the loading dock and complete the spotting process.
SURELOK® (Figure 5) is a pneumatically-controlled trailer support system designed to hold the trailer at a constant height and minimize the amount of trailer movement that can occur with air suspensions during loading and unloading. SURELOK works in conjunction with the trailer parking brakes to limit both vertical (“trailer drop”) and horizontal (“trailer walk”) movement.

The Specialized Auto Dump slowly exhausts the air springs to give the SURELOK arms sufficient time to engage before dumping is completed (Figure 5).

**IMPORTANT:** Moving the trailer rearward with the trailer parking brake set will raise trailer deck height and increase the gap at the bottom of the SURELOK control arm. This increased gap can result in forward movement of the trailer known as “trailer walk”. Hendrickson recommends releasing the trailer brake anytime the trailer is moved.